
COVERS
AND CASES



Comfortable means better! Forever Book Case Armor sets priority for the comfort of usage and the functionality 
designed especially for you.

FUNCTIONS

SPECIFICATION

Available colours: black / gold / silver / rose-gold Available models: wide range of models

 - Cases made of durable shimmering plastic are 
available in a variety of fashionable colours.

 -  A cutout for a speaker makes conducting 
conversations without a neccessity of opening the 
case possible.

 - Metal mock-up of a speaker gives the product an 
elegant appearance.

 - Especially profiled credit card slot makes drawing 
cards out easier.

 -  Elastic gel cap fits perfectly to the phone and 
provides protection of it’s edges.

 - Magnetic clasp hidden inside the case prevents 
accidental opening.

CASES

Armor



Forever Crystal is a case that was tested under all conditions. Safety is guaranteed by a military test certificate 
MIL-STD 810G-516.6

FUNCTIONS

SPECIFICATION

Available colours: transparent Available models: wide range of models

 - Coating that prevents from unaesthetic marks.
 - Reinforced construction of case’s corners - 

shock proof.

 - Air Cushion technology.

COVERS



Forever Premio will take you to the world of unique usage comfort and higher standard of protection.

FUNCTIONS

SPECIFICATION

Available colours: black / navy blue Available models: wide range of models

 - Inner lining from microfibre.
 - Soft-touch coating - protects the phone from slipping 

out of your hand.

 - Buttons’ covers made of elastic material.

COVERS



COVERS

Forever Basic case is a base product for those who set priority for the classics in their life.

FUNCTIONS

SPECIFICATION

Available colours: black / transparent Available models: wide range of models

 - Metal buttons add elegance.
 - Inner rough surface prevents the case from „sweating 

effect”.

 - Precise cutouts for slots allow access to basic phone 
functions.



Forever Classic Leather Book is a series of handmade of grain leather products. Elegance and the highest quality of a 
product match your unique lifestyle perfectly.

SPECIFICATION

Available colours: black / brown Available models: iPhone 6 - 7/8 - X/XS - XR - XS Max
Samsung S7 - S8 - S9 

FUNCTIONS

 - Handmade of genuine leather cases are available in 
2 colours: black and brown.

 - Spacious triple credit card slots and additional bigger 
pocket allow you to store necessary documents.

 - A cutout for a speaker makes conducting 
conversations without a neccessity of opening the 
case possible.

 - Elastic gel cap fits perfectly to the phone and provides 
protection of it’s edges.

 - Strong magnetic clasp prevents accidental opening.
 - Stand function allows convenient positioning of a 

case in a horizontal position, which enables you a 
possibility to view pictures and movies .

CASES



Forever Gamma 2in1 Leather Book is a series of handmade of grain leather products. Elegance and the highest quality 
of a product match your unique lifestyle perfectly.

FUNCTIONS

 - Handmade of genuine leather cases are available in 
2 colours: black and brown.

 - Comfortable usage thanks to a removable cap with 
magnets.

 - Matt sides of the case with non-slip studs increase 
adhesion, and the leather back gives the case a 
touch of elegance.

 -  Subtle credit card slot.

 - A cutout for a speaker makes conducting 
conversations without a neccessity of opening the 
case possible.

 - Magnetic clasp hidden inside the case prevents 
accidental opening.

 - Stand function allows convenient positioning of a 
case in a horizontal position, which enables you a 
possibility to view pictures and movies comfortably.

SPECIFICATION

CASES

Available colours: black / brown Available models: iPhone 6 - 7/8 - X/XS - XR - XS Max
Samsung S7 - S8 - S9 



Forever Prime Leather Back Case is made of genuine leather. Product elegance and it’s minimalistic form make your 
phone match your every stylisation.

FUNCTIONS

 - Handmade of genuine grain leather cases are 
available in 2 colours: black and brown.

 - Elastic cap fits perfectly to the phone and provides 
protection of it’s edges.

 - Cutouts for function buttons.
 - Pleasant to the touch inner lining protects your phone 

from scratching.

SPECIFICATION

COVERS

Available colours: black / brown Available models: iPhone 6 - 7/8 - X/XS - XR - XS Max
Samsung S7 - S8 - S9 



SUPPORT

CASUAL line

PREMIUM line


